From: "Horse Breeds Info" <awards@horsebreedsinfo.com>
Date: October 31, 2011 1:42:01 PM CDT To: <charmedlife12000@yahoo.com>
Subject: Horse Rescue Award - Congrats!
Dear Gypsyheart Horse Rescue,
We at HorseBreedsInfo.com are pleased to present you with a Horse Rescue Award for
excellence in helping horses in need. We realize that, more than any other shelter animals,
horses are one of the biggest undertakings and require the most dedication in order to properly
care for them. Because of that, we look for the best rescues that put in that extra effort and
prove to be worth praise– Gypsyheart Horse Rescue is absolutely an organization we place
among those that need recognition.
Thank you for all the work you and your organization provides for horses in need. We know
exactly how difficult and thankless a task it can be, so we hope this little token helps even a
little bit.
Thanks again for all you do!
Best Regards,
Evan
Senior Editor, Horse
Breeds Info

From: "How to Train A Horse" <steven@how-to-train-a-horse.org>
Date: April 13, 2012 12:14:48 PM CDT
To: <charmedlife12000@yahoo.com>
Subject: Gypsy Heart Horse Rescue has been awarded our Horse Rescue & Relief Award

Dear Gypsy Heart Horse Rescue,

We at how-to-train-a-horse.org truly admire those who dedicate time out of their lives towards
helping horses. As many people know, healthy horses require large amounts of time and
money, but only few know that the horses sent to rescues and shelters don't need just time
and money, but also need a loving family to reverse years of abuse and neglect.

Without horse rescues like Gypsy Heart Horse Rescue, countless horses would not get the
care they need and many horses may have never found happiness. Because of this we

wanted to show our appreciation towards your staff for not only saving horses lives but also for
improving the quality of life for many horses. So we are pleased to present Gypsy Heart Horse
Rescue with our Horse Rescue & Relief Award.

We thank you for all the time and hard work your organization provides for horses in need. We
understand what a difficult task this can be and hope that this token of our appreciation will
show you how much you really are appreciated.

Thanks again for all that you do!

Best regards,

Steven
Chief Editor, How to Train A Horse

